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Air traffic controller salary ohio

The average gross salary of the air traffic controller in Cleveland, Ohio is $103,809, an equivalent hourly rate of $50. This is a 0% decrease (-$469) from the average salary of chief air traffic controllers in the United States. In addition, they earn an average bonus of $3,415. Wage estimates based on wage survey data collected directly from employers and anonymous employees
in Cleveland, Ohio. An entry-level air traffic controller (1-3 years of experience) earns an average salary of $72,763. At the other end of the scale, a high-level air traffic controller (more than 8 years of experience) earns an average salary of $128,947. $103,809 (USD)/yr Average Base Salary $49.91 (USD)/hr Average hourly rate $3,415 (USD)/yr Average Bonus $72.7 7 63 (USD)
Entry-level salary $128,947 (USD) Top salary About 23,260 air traffic controllers were working in the United States in May 2012, according to the United States. Bureau of Labor Statistics, and 94 per cent are employed by the federal government. Air traffic controllers are responsible for the safety of air passengers during flights. They track aircraft on radar screens and computers
and instruct pilots during takeoffs and landings. Air traffic controllers also keep pilots informed of weather and runway conditions. Although their entry-level salaries are the same for all trainees, they can vary considerably depending on the geographic area after the training. Federal air traffic controllers earned entry-level salaries of $17,981 in 2014, according to the FedJobs.com,
which is actually their salary during training. These salaries are based on the FG-1 or GS-1 compensation levels established by the Federal Aviation Administration. The minimum education requirement for this position is a two- or four-year degree in air traffic control at a college, university or technical school. These schools must follow the guidelines of the Federal Aviation
Administration's curriculum. After graduation, air traffic controllers must pass the standardized air traffic fitness test, or AT-SAT, BLS reports, which is an eight-hour test that includes mathematics, planning, visualization, problem solving and motion detection. Those who pass the test must then complete intensive training at the FAA Academy in Oklahoma City, which usually takes
two to five months. Although the entry-level minimum wage was $17,981 for air traffic controllers during training, most post-training salaries are based on certain indices that vary by city. These indices, which represent the cost of for example, are then multiplied by $17,981 to determine specific salaries by city. The FAA also notes that post-training wages may vary depending on
job complexity or job performance. In 2014, air traffic controllers earned the highest entry-level salaries of $63,203.21 after training in San Francisco, according to FedJobs.com. New York air traffic controllers received the second highest entry-level salary of $51,641.43, while those in Houston received the second highest They won $30,855.39 in Columbus, Ohio, $30,531.73 in
Buffalo, N.Y., and $26,396.10 in Indianapolis. Air traffic controllers' salaries can increase significantly as they gain experience. The average annual salary for an air traffic controller was $118,430 in May 2012, according to the BLS. The highest 10 per cent earned more than $171,340 per year. The federal government paid air traffic controllers an average of $121,470. The BLS
forecasts a 1 per cent growth in air traffic controller jobs from 2012 to 2022, which is much slower than the national rate of 11 per cent for all occupations. Air traffic has decreased in the United States, and most airports are fully staffed. Federal budget constraints will also limit employment opportunities for air traffic controllers. Air traffic controllers who are ready to move have the
best chance of getting a job. Nine 90,000 $Avg. Base Salary (USD)The average salary of an air traffic controller is 90,000 $EXPLORE BY: An air traffic controller directs air and ground traffic. The air traffic controller warns pilots of obstacles that may be in their path, such as other aircraft and bad weather. The air traffic controller may sometimes have to reroute aircraft in flight
when adverse weather conditions are present. The air traffic controller also assists aircraft in providing landing and take-off instructions. The air traffic controller will perform these tasks using radar... Read moreAir Traffic Controller TasksMonitors flight dispatch, base operations, ASR radar, PAR radar and approach control. Train and supervise other employees. Use appropriate
inter- and intra-installation coordination techniques. Plan and monitor airspace. Tell us about your work and pay factors like skills and educationFind your market value with a report tailored to youNegotiate your salary with confidence Air Traffic controllers on average make excellent money compared to the average salary for all ... professions in the United States. Getty The career
of an air traffic controller is one that has the advantage of paying relatively well with entry-level training for the employee that typically consists of an associate degree. Most of your education comes from long-term on-the-job training. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics' Manual of Occupational Outlook, while air traffic controller employment is expected to increase by only
1%, with a median hourly wage of $59.87, air traffic controllers earn much more than the national average. Using professional data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, analyzed and compiled an overall round of the average salary of air traffic controllers per state in the U.S. Read on for a complete breakdown of where FAA air traffic controllers make the most money, and where
they make the least. 10 states where air traffic controllers earn the most money The national average annual salary of an air traffic controller is $120,830, according to the BLS, more than double the amount annual salary for all occupations, $51,960. However, depending on the condition in which you are employed as an air traffic controller, your salary could be much lower. In
some of the lowest paid states, air traffic controllers' salaries are nearly $50,000 below the national average. Here is a list of the 10 highest paid states for air traffic controllers. Average salary for New Hampshire air traffic controllers: $147,350 Average salary for air traffic controllers in Virginia: $139,520 Average salary for Illinois air traffic controllers: $136,390 Average salary for
controllers Georgia Air Traffic: $136,210 Average salary of air traffic controllers in Texas controllers: $133,260 Average salary for air traffic controllers in California: $132,300 Average salary for Minnesota air traffic controllers : $131,330 Average salary for Ohio air traffic controllers: $131,180 Average salary for New York air traffic controllers: $130,840 Average salary for Colorado
air traffic controllers: $128,210 Of the many state-by-state salary reports we make, the FAA's top 10 air traffic controllers list has one of the most interesting geographic combinations. The four different regions of the U.S. Census are represented in the list: Northeast, Midwest, West and South. It should be noted that several of the major states are home to the airline's headquarters
and major airports. For example, Virginia is home to both Ronald Reagan National Airport in Washington and Dullest International Airport, which serve Washington D.C. and the greater metropolitan area; Illinois is home to United Airlines headquarters and Chicago O'Hare International Airport; and Georgia has Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport, and Delta's
headquarters. Trend Now: 9 Ways to Increase Corporate Profits 10 States where air traffic controllers earn the least money The 10 lowest-paid states where air traffic controllers earn the least money are not as geographically diverse as the highest-paid states. Air traffic controllers in general make less money in the South and Upper Midwest. Here's a look at the 10 worst states
for air traffic controllers' salaries. Average salary for Montana air traffic controllers: $77,150 Average salary for air traffic controllers in West Virginia: $79,710 Average salary for Vermont air traffic controllers: $81,630 Salary Iowa Air Traffic Controller Average: $82,460 Average salary for South Dakota Air Traffic Controllers Average Wage: $82,580 Average salary for Mississippi Air
Traffic Controllers : $84,240 Average salary for North Dakota air traffic controllers: $85,760 Average salary for Louisiana air traffic controllers: $86,070 Average salary for Connecticut air traffic controllers $88,360 Average salary for air traffic controllers in South Carolina: $92,070 There is a bright spot among these states. Average air traffic controllers' salaries have increased
10.8% in Mississippi and 13.1% in Montana over the past five years, one of the best growth rates in the study. In other lowest-paid states, wages have declined since 2013, such as in North Dakota and Connecticut. Indeed, in 2015 and 2016, 2016, traffic controllers paid an average of more than $100,000 per year, before falling sharply over the past two years. How much air traffic
controllers do in each state below, you'll find the average annual salary of FAA air traffic controllers in all 50 states from 2013 to 2018. The BLS has no air traffic controller salaries for all states, nor for each year, so as much data available as possible was included, with the average annual salary in the District of Columbia. Find out: Here's how many electricians are doing in every
trend state now: Best States to Start a Business
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